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Abstract—A new method is presented for spatiotemporal 

segmentation of moving-object using evaluation of boundary 

in infrared video. At first, the ideal seeds of every moving 

object are extracted based on the “holes” effect of temporal 

difference, respectively. The focus of our wok is spatial 

segmentation. On the basis of the relationship between the 

global and local standard deviation of seeds, the segmented 

masks can be grown form the ideal seeds by using different 

growing thresholds. For determination of the best growing 

threshold, a criterion is constructed for evaluating the 

boundary of the segmented mask of infrared moving-object 

without prior knowledge. According to the proposed 

criterion, an iterative model       which is segmentation-

evaluation-segmentation-evaluation and the search method 

called as coarse to fine are applied to find the best growing 

threshold. Meanwhile the best segmented mask is obtained 

too. The experiment results show that the proposed method 

is superior and effective on segmentation of moving object in 

infrared video. 

Keywords- image segmentation; performance evaluation; 

infrared video;  seed extraction; regional growth 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Moving target detection and segmentation is an 
important part of computer vision. The infrared thermal 
imager can identify hidden targets through the smoke 
because of the sensitivity of the hot target so that the 
moving target segmentation whose common methods are 
frame difference method, background difference method 
and optical flow method that widely used for infrared 
image. Although frame differential method has good 
character of real-time, it can't detect complete moving 
target mask. Optical flow method is quite good but needs 
large amount of calculation and has to satisfy the 
hypothesis that moving object surface brightness is 
constant.  

Background subtraction based on Gaussian mixture 
models(MOG) is now recognized as one of the best 
algorithm. But MOG method can not sacrifice our 
need because of the complicated background and infrared 
image’s low SNR. Literature[5] presents a moving object 

segmentation method  based on Markov random 

field(MRF) ，which use the previous frame (MRF) model 

to reestimate the current frame, and then use the estimation 
frame to do segmentation based on spatio-temporal domain 
and also use the previous frame to compensate and correct 
the segmentation result. But this method can't split a 
complete moving object mask, and noise interference is 
more serious under the condition of low SNR when the 
target motion amplitude is too large. 

     In order to decrease the disturbance of infrared 
image noise towards moving object segmentation and 
extract complete moving object contour ,this paper 
proposes a segmentation method of moving object using 
boundary evaluation , builds the evaluation criterion based 
on the contrast of infrared target segmentation mask 
boundary and at last the best segmentation mask is got 
through an iterative model which is segmentation-
evaluation-segmentation-evaluation Finally, The 
experiment results show that the proposed method is 
superior and effective on segmentation of moving object in 
infrared video. 

II. EVALUATION  CRITERION BASED ON THE CONTRAST 

OF INFRARED TARGET SEGMENTATED MASK BOUNDARY 

For infrared target segmentation mask, the accuracy of 
the boundary can be used to measure the performance of 
segmentation mask. Because the boundary reflects 
how the segmentation mask contour matches the 

actual moving object contour. We use originalI
 for infrared 

original image while segmentation mask is defined as maskI
. 

1 is on behalf of the target area and 0 represents the 

background region. Firstly, 3×3 Sobel operator was used 

to detect the boundary of infrared target segmented mask 
for getting its binarization image. Secondly, boundary 
point was taken as feature by interlaced scanning. 

2

1{ : }N

k k kL R  z z
is used as a feature point set 

of segmentation mask boundary where N represents the 
number of them  shown in Fig .1 (a), (b). 
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Separate boundary feature points can't accurately 
describe performance of the boundary at a particular point. 

Therefore, for each boundary feature points kz
 , a feature 

circular area kV
 was got whose center is kz

and radius is r . 
Meanwhile, feature area is divided into the internal and 
external characteristics region depends 
on segmentation mask as reference object as well as local 
image gray feature of internal and external region  is 
defined separately . 
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In this equation above, 
q

means the radial vector of 

feature region kV
 , 

( )in

k q
 and

( )out

k q
respectively 

represent each point's weighting function in internal and 
external feature area. 
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If 
kz q is within /in out

k kV V  , [ ]x

k kVz q    equals 1 

rather than 0.This function shows the contribution of each 

point on the corresponding area towards its Regional 

grayscale characteristics Fig .1(c) is an example in feature 

area.  

 

   
(a)           (b)          (c) 

Figure 1. An example of feature points of boundary: (a) Segmented mask; 

(b) Feature points of boundary; (c) Feature region (blue: inner region; 

red: outer region; the darker the pixel value, the higher the weight). 

Next, we can define the segmentation mask 

boundary's average contrast ( )maskC I : 

1

1
( ) 1

inN
k

mask out
k k

G V
C I

N G V

（ ）

（ ）

                    (5) 

Target's gray consistency in infrared image is good. 
Therefore, if the segmentation mask are in complete 
accord with the actual target area, its boundaries of internal 
and external characteristics of gray should be the biggest; 
If there have been split or incomplete 
segmentation, internal and external gray similarity of 
segmented mask boundaries  will increase. So equation (5) 
can become: 

arg max ( )
mask

mask mask
I

I C I$                      (6) 

maskI$ contains the best boundary of segmented mask. 

This paper focuses on the segmented mask's own 

performance rather than whether segmented algorithms 

are good or not. Therefore, we use the manual selecting 

method to get seeds and segmented mask with different 

performance by regional growth in different growth 

threshold. A comparison between the proposed criterion 

and misclassification Error(ME) is made to test 

effectiveness of the boundary evaluation criterion, ME is 

defined as below: 

1
o r o r

o o

B B F F
ME

B F


 



I I

                    

(7) 

Among this equation, 
oB and 

oF  

respectively represents the actual background and the 

actual target while 
rB  and 

rF  mean 

segmented  background and segmented target. ME is a 

type of segmented evaluation criterion that needs priori 

knowledge, which shows the false segmented proportion 

of image pixel. Obviously, the smaller the ME is, the 

better the segmentation effect we can get. 

 

 
(a)         (b)          (c)           (d)          (e)          (f) 

Figure 2. Dataset #1: (a) Original image; (b)~(f) Red: the boundaries of 

the different segmented masks. 

TABLE I.    THE EVALUATION RESULTS OF DATASET #1 

 (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 

Boundary 0.8789 1.2092 1.2974 1.5409 1.6977 

ME(%) 1.8137 1.3108 1.1126 0.3353 0.1067 

 
(a)           (b)           (c)          (d)           (e)          (f) 

Figure 3. Dataset 2: (a) Original image; (b)~(f) Red: the boundaries of 

the different segmented masks. 

TABLE II.    THE EVALUATION RESULTS OF DATASET #2 

 (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 

Boundary 0.885

1 

1.121

4 
1.603

4 

1.371

1 

0.5689 

ME(%) 3.856

1 

2.362

4 
1.082

2 

1.646

1 

48.437

7 

  

ME measures the objective and actual performance 

of segmented mask .the result of boundaries evaluation 

criterion from table 1 and table 2 matches well with the 

subjective perception and objective reality and proves the 

validity of the boundary evaluation criterion. It's biggest 

superiority is that prior knowledge is not needed for 

reference during computing process, thus it can be used 

for online real-time evalution of segmented mask. 
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III. SPACE PARTITION BASED ON THE BOUNDARY 

EVALUATIONS 

A. Seed extraction based on the hole effect  

The frame whose number is k in infrared video is 

defined as
kf , And the differential figure

kd in time 

domain segmentation can be explained as: 

1k k kd f f  
                                     

(8) 

We use the method called Otsu to detect the effective 

change between pixels, formatting the change detection 

mask (CDM) where 1 means changing pixels and 0 is for 

unchanged pixels. The moving target detected by CDM 

will have holes which is the disadvantages of moving 

target detection in time domain. But the pixel contained in 

''holes" is exactly the "seed" related to the moving 

target for the region growing segmentation method. So we 

will extract these pixels out used as the most meaningful 

seed point in regional growing most significant points. 

The specific method is divided into the following steps:  

(1)A neighborhood model 2[(2 +1) -1]ar  is used  to detect 

the expanding connected area for CDM. One connected 

area corresponds to one moving target's changing pixel 

area where M is the number of moving targets in 

image: , 1,2, ,iCDM i M   

(2)In
iCDM whether there are two discontinuous changing 

pixels in each line or each column or not will be tested. 

If it is, these two points will be connected with straight 

line; 

(3)After all the tests, the point noted to be 0 and 

intersecting the connecting line is the 
iCDM seed for 

corresponding moving target. Every mask of seed point is 

defined as
iS .1 is on behalf of the seed point, 0 represents 

the others. 

(4) Repeat steps (2) and (3) till finish extracting seeds 

from all the moving targets. Here  is an example: 
最有意义

种子点

CDM

CDMi

相应的种子掩膜

 
Figure 4.  The processing of seed extraction 

 

B. Regional growth. 

To avoid extra computation and error, we set the 

centroid marked as1 of pixel region as center in each iS of 

moving target. A window of (2 1) (2 1)r cl l     is 

opened where
rl and

rl  respectively represent the 

maximum distance in row direction and column direction 

of seed’s point coordinates in iS . Window seed mask 

is
iSw . Meanwhile, a window called i

kf is opened in the 

same position and same size on
kf . The concrete 

realization method to grow the seeds of a moving object 

is shown in algorithm 1.T means growth threshold. 

Algorithm 1 

do 

iQ Sw ; 

for x = 2 : 2 rl  

for y = 2 : 2 cl  

if ( , ) 1iSw x y   

A is 8 neighborhood matrix of 
iSw whose center is 

( , )iSw x y ; 

B is 8 neighborhood matrix of i

kf whose center is 

( , )i

kf x y ; 

 
AN is the number of elements marked as 1 in A; 

  if 1 7AN   

     for ii = 1 : 3 

       for jj = 1 : 3 

             ( , ) ( , )C A ii jj B ii jj  ; 

         ( , ) ( , )i

kD ii jj f x y C  ; 

end 

end 

mD =min  ( , )D ii jj ； 

( )i

kmean f =average gray value of i

kf ；  

( , ) - ( )i i

Z k kD f x y mean f ;  

( )std B = standard deviation of  B; 

( )i

kstd f = standard deviation of i

kf ; 

     if ( )mD T std B 
 
and ( )i

z kD T std f   

         ( , ) 1Q x y  ; 

end 

end 

end 

end 

end 

i iSw Sw Q U ;  

While the number of elements marked as 1 in
iSw  is on 

the rise 

The result
iSw  received at the end of the cycle is the 

corresponding segmented mask under threshold T marked 

as b. 

C. Search method callede coarse to fine  

       Growth threshold T is a very important parameter for 

region growing which decides the accuracy of the final 

segmented mask. Because the segmented mask boundary 

criterion we proposed don't need a priori knowledge for 

reference so that it can be used to determine the threshold 

T. We use coarse to fine iterative searching method to 

determine the optimal threshold. For the moving object 
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mask window of a seed, concrete steps are shown as 

below. t is the iteration steps( 0,1,2,t …… ) and step on 

behalf of the search step length. 

1) Iterative process of coarse adjustment ： 

a) Set original value (0) 0T  , step  ； 

b) 
( )T t

is used in regional growing of seed mask 

window iSw
(as is shown in section 2.2), and segmented 

mask is got. 

c) The boundary  evaluation criteria of 
( )iM t

 is 

calculated; 

d) When 1t  ， ( 1) ( )T t T t step   ， repeat 

steps b 、 c and d ； when 1t  ， calculate 

( ( )) ( ( 1))i iC C M t C M t    ； 

e) if 0C  ， ( 1) ( )T t T t step   ， repeat 

steps b、c and d；if 0C  ，stop the iterative process 

of coarse adjustment and get the initial value of threshold 

( 1)fT T t   0t 
during process of fine adjustment； 

2) Iterative process of fine adjustment： 

a) Set original value
(0) fT T

, 
step  ； 

b) Repeat steps b、c and d； 

c) if 0C  ， ( 1) ( ) 1T t T t   ，repeat steps 

b 、 c and d ； if 0C  ， stop the iterative process 

of coarse adjustment and get the best value of  growing 

threshold ( 1)bestT T t  .Meanwhile the segmented mask 

of moving object ( 1)iM t   is got. 

 and  respectively represent the iteration step length 

in process of coarse and fine adjustment .This iterative 

method has the advantage of control threshold and avoid 

invalid threshold's calculation in order to improve 

efficiency. 

It is important to note that the moving object 

segmented mask is window images so all moving object's 

segmented mask should be posted on the corresponding 

position exactly according to the position of seed mask 

centroid to merge a complete moving object segmented 

mask. 

IV. THE EXPERIMENTAL  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Experimental results 

A test of the proposed method is done by using two 

kinds of infrared video sequence. The No.281 ~ 284 

frames in couple infrared sequence images is shown in 

Fig .5 (a), while image size is 240 × 320. The No.91 ~ 94 

frames in single of infrared sequence images is shown in 

Fig .6 (a), and the image size is 400 × 512. In order to 

verify the effectiveness of this proposed algorithm, a 

comparison was made between MOG method and moving 

object segmentation algorithm based on MRF.  The 

experimental results of various kinds of algorithm are 

shown in Fig .5 and Fig .6. 

ME is used to objectively and quantitatively measure 

performance of various algorithms. The average ME 

of segmented mask using these three 

algorithms is respectively shows in Table 3. From the 

actual comparison of the segmentation results shown in 

Fig .5 and 6 and the comparison of average ME as we can 

see in table 3, the algorithm we proposed is superior to 

other two algorithms no matter in completeness of 

segmented mask  or accuracy of moving targets  for both 

single target and multi-target image. 

 
(a) original images 

 
(b)MOG 

 
(c)MRF 

 
(d) the proposed method 

Figure 5.  Comparison #1 of experiment results 

 
(a) original images 

 
(b)MOG 

 
(c)MRF 

 
(d) the proposed method 

Figure 6.  Comparison #2 of experiment results 

TABLE III.   COMPARISON OF AVERAGE ME 

 MOG MRF 
the proposed 

method 

double 3.1509% 0.8872% 0.0328% 

single 2.7163% 0.2076% 0.0501% 
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B. Units analysis and discussion 

As is shown in Fig .5(b) and Fig .6(b), the result 

using MOG is quite accurate. Since it's vulnerable to 

background interference, the segmented mask is 

incomplete and has noise interference. Fig .5(c) and 6(c) 

display the result of MRF method. Image is remarked 

using MRF first, and then the frame difference is received. 

The segmentation result is relatively accurate, but 

segmented mask is still incomplete and has a small 

amount of noise. It can be seen from Fig .5 (d) and Fig .6 

(d) that the method proposed in this paper obtained the 

most complete segmented mask contour almost without 

any noise interference. Because we 

use boundary evaluation and growth way from the inside 

to the outside so that we can get the exact boundary 

contour and restrain noise very well. 

Specifically, only a set of specific parameters is 

used in the whole experiment process: radius of feature 

area neighborhood radius, coarse adjustment step length, 

fine adjustment step length without any parameter 

adjustment.  The speed of this algorithm dealing with 240 

x 320 video image in Core i3-4.01 GHz processor and 2 

GB memory's computing platforms reaches 23 frames per 

second. As for 400 x 512 video image, computing speed 

reaches 19 frames per second. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Segmented method of infrared moving object in time 

domain based on boundary evaluation, using the proposed 

segmented mask boundary evaluation  criterion based on 

contrast  is a good way to overcome the background 

interference, eliminate noise and accurately extract the 

moving object boundary contour and effectively reduce 

the false alarm rate. The method is proved by 

experiments to be superior and robust.  The speed of 

algorithm must to be improved in the future, and apply 

this in visible video's moving object detection.  
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